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Introduction and Executive Summary
The Institute for Free Speech (“IFS”)3 provides the following analysis of the voter-initiated campaign finance and lobbying
amendment to North Dakota’s State Constitution that will be on the ballot in November 2018. The purpose of this analysis
is twofold: (1) to educate North Dakotans who speak about public matters in their state about the additional reporting requirements and litigation risks the initiative may impose on their speech and expressive activities; and (2) to educate North
Dakota state lawmakers about the issues they will have to address if voters pass this initiative, which charges the Legislative
Assembly with writing legislation to implement certain of the initiative’s provisions. In so doing, IFS does not advocate for
any particular legislative approach or result.
IFS takes no position on the merits of this initiative as a whole, and specifically does not address the initiative’s other provisions imposing a revolving-door restriction for state elected officials, a ban on gifts from state lobbyists to state officials, a ban
on state lobbyists delivering campaign contributions, and a ban on candidates using campaign funds for personal expenses.
Accordingly, this analysis should not be interpreted in any way as an exhortation to either vote for or against the initiative,
nor should it be construed as otherwise endorsing or opposing the initiative.
Specifically, IFS notes that:
•

The initiative proposes reporting requirements for any speech, communication, or publication that may “influence
any …election” or “state government action.” Such a law appears to be unconstitutionally vague and overbroad. The
initiative appears to regulate a broad range of educational messages and speech about public issues;

•

The initiative’s reporting requirements would also appear to require filings by media organizations for any news
reporting or opinions that could “influence any …election” or “state government action.” Again, such a law appears
to be unconstitutionally vague and overbroad;

•

Regulated speakers may be subject to extensive and intrusive requirements to report their funding sources akin to
tracing the source of a river to the first drop of water. It is unclear how for-profit corporations would comply with
these requirements and whether customers, investors, or lenders would need to be reported. Likewise, it is unclear
whether media corporations would also have to report their subscribers and advertisers. The initiative does not
prescribe any parameters for which funding sources must be publicly identified or how far up the funding stream
the reporting requirements must go;

1 This analysis is based on the text of the initiative as posted on the North Dakota Secretary of State’s website. See: https://vip.sos.nd.gov/pdfs/Measures%20
Info/Petitions%20Being%20Reviewed/Ethics%20Commission/Version%20A%20approved%20petition%20w%20ethics%20commission.pdf.
2 Eric Wang is also Special Counsel in the Election Law practice group at the Washington, D.C. law firm of Wiley Rein, LLP. Any opinions expressed
herein are those of the Institute for Free Speech and Mr. Wang, and not necessarily those of his firm or its clients.
3 The Institute for Free Speech is a nonpartisan, nonprofit § 50l(c)(3) organization that promotes and protects the First Amendment political rights of
speech, press, assembly, and petition. Originally known as the Center for Competitive Politics, it was founded in 2005 by Bradley A. Smith, a former
chairman of the Federal Election Commission. In addition to scholarly and educational work, IFS is actively involved in targeted litigation against unconstitutional laws abridging the rights to free speech, press, assembly, and petition guaranteed by the First Amendment at both the state and federal
levels. Its attorneys have secured judgments in federal court striking down laws in Colorado, Utah, and South Dakota on First Amendment grounds.

•

By possibly encompassing such a broad and undefined universe of speech and funding sources, the initiative’s reporting requirements are unlikely to satisfy the U.S. Supreme Court’s “exacting scrutiny” standard for compulsory
disclosure laws;

•

The initiative would create a new North Dakota Ethics Commission, which would go into existence without any
implementing legislation and without any limits on its powers or standards governing its conduct of investigations.
Without adequate safeguards, the agency may be prone to abuse for partisan or ideological advantage;

•

The initiative would create a private right of action for any North Dakota taxpayer to enforce the constitutional
amendment’s reporting provision. A federal court recently ruled that a similar system in Colorado was unconstitutional.
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Analysis
A)

The initiative could impose broad and intrusive reporting requirements on speech about public matters
that would effectively silence speakers.

Section 1 of the initiative would require the state Legislative Assembly to enact “laws that require… public disclosure of the
ultimate and true source of funds” of more than $200 spent “to influence” any statewide or legislative election or statewide
ballot measure, “or to lobby or otherwise influence state government action.” On its face, this provision could violate the
First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution because: (1) the reporting requirements it would impose unjustifiably burden
core constitutionally protected speech; and (2) such burdens would be imposed based on extremely vague and standardless
criteria with respect to both the “source of funds” that would have to be reported and the content of speech that would trigger regulation.
As the U.S. Supreme Court has held:
(1) Reporting requirements “burden the ability to speak,” and therefore are subject to “exacting scrutiny, which
requires a substantial relation between the disclosure requirement and a sufficiently important governmental
interest.”4
(2) “[W]here a vague statute abut[s] upon sensitive areas of basic First Amendment freedoms, it operates to inhibit
the exercise of [those] freedoms. Uncertain meanings inevitably lead citizens to steer far wider of the unlawful
zone… than if the boundaries of the forbidden areas were clearly marked.”5
The initiative is particularly vague with respect to its requirement that “the ultimate and true source of funds” be reported
for regulated speech. North Dakota’s pre-existing statutes already require reporting of the source of funding for speech that
urges the election or defeat of a candidate for state office and for state lobbying. Specifically, existing North Dakota law already requires:
•

Candidate committees, party committees, ballot measure committees, and other political committees (“PACs”) to
report their contributors;6

•

The reporting of the original source of conduit contributions “designated specifically for [a] candidate, political
party, or political committee”;7

•

Sponsors of independent expenditures advocating the election, passage, or defeat of candidates and ballot measures to report their spending;8 and

•

Lobbyists to register and report their expenditures and the clients and employers who are paying them.9

While the initiative would amend the North Dakota Constitution, its provisions would not sit merely as a constitutional
overlay on top of those pre-existing state statutes. Rather, the initiative purports to require the state Legislative Assembly to
enact additional legislation to “implement and enforce” the initiative’s vague provisions. In short, while North Dakota’s preexisting campaign finance and lobbying statutes are already not a model of clarity and precision, the initiative could greatly
increase the vagueness of the state’s laws regulating citizens and organizations that wish to speak about public matters and
state government.
1. Types of Speech That Could Trigger Reporting
Under existing North Dakota law:
•

Speech that is deemed to be “in support of or in opposition to” a candidate or that is “for the purpose of influencing the passage or defeat of a [ballot] measure” already triggers campaign finance reporting requirements.10

4 Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 366-7 (2010) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).
5 Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104, 109 (1972) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).
6 N.D. Cent. Code §§ 16.1-08.1-02.3 through -03.1.
7 Id. §§ 16.1-08.1-06(3), -01(4).
8 Id. § 16.1-08.1-03.5.
9 Id. §§ 54-05.1-03.
10 Id. §§ 16.1-08.1-01(7), (9), (15).
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•

“Attempt[ing] to secure the passage, amendment, or defeat of any legislation by the legislative assembly or the
approval or veto of any legislation by the governor” already triggers lobbying registration and reporting requirements.11

To the extent the initiative would require additional regulation of speech “to influence” state elections and “state government action,” it begs the question: How broad is the universe of speech that would have to be covered? The following are
just a few examples of speech and expressive activities that may be subject to reporting requirements under the initiative:
•

Distributing nonpartisan voter guides and other voter education materials – such materials may “influence” elections by informing voters about candidates’ qualifications and positions;

•

Conducting nonpartisan voter registration and get-out-the-vote drives – such activities may “influence” elections
by increasing voter turnout;

•

Distributing nonpartisan analyses of state ballot measures (such as this analysis) – such materials may “influence”
elections by informing voters about the provisions and effects of ballot measures;

•

Publishing or otherwise distributing news stories, commentary, or editorials (including blogs, websites, podcasts,
or radio talk shows), as these forms of speech may “influence” state elections or “state government action.”12

The U.S. Supreme Court has articulated the following three governmental interests that can be served by the type of campaign finance and lobbying reporting requirements at issue here:
•

“[A]llow[ing] voters to place each candidate in the political spectrum more precisely than is often possible solely
on the basis of party labels and campaign speeches” based on the candidate’s sources of financial support. “The
sources of a candidate’s financial support also alert the voter to the interests to which a candidate is most likely to
be responsive and thus facilitate predictions of future performance in office.”13
Relatedly, the Court has suggested that reporting requirements can help voters evaluate the sources of support for
a ballot measure.14

•

“[D]eter[ring] actual corruption and avoid[ing] the appearance of corruption by exposing large contributions and
expenditures to the light of publicity.”15

•

Providing elected officials the ability to evaluate “the myriad pressures to which they are regularly subjected.”16

If the initiative is interpreted as requiring reporting for speech and other expressive activities, like those described in the
prior examples, that are too far afield from these rationales, the state Legislative Assembly may be forced to pass laws that
violate the U.S. Constitution and core First Amendment rights.
2. Sources of Funds That May Need to Be Reported
The initiative is also exceedingly vague about what the phrases “true source of funds” used “to influence” state elections and
“state government action” mean for purposes of the reporting requirements. To the extent a person or entity triggers the
reporting requirements by engaging in regulated speech, the initiative fails to prescribe any parameters for which particular
funding sources the speaker must identify and how far up the funding stream the reporting requirements must go.
As discussed previously, existing North Dakota law already requires the sources of contributions that are designated specifically for a candidate, political party, or state PAC to be identified on campaign finance reports when such contributions
are given through a conduit. To the extent the initiative appears to require identification of sources of funds above and
11 Id. § 54-05.1-02(1).
12 The pre-existing North Dakota statute generally exempts “any bona fide news story, commentary, or editorial” from regulation. See id. § 16.1-08.101(15). Since this initiative is in the form of a constitutional amendment, and would also require the Legislative Assembly to pass additional legislation
to implement its provisions, it raises serious and difficult interpretive questions about whether the initiative preserves or overrides the pre-existing statutory exemption for news, commentary, and editorials. These difficulties are compounded because the initiative permits any “resident taxpayer” to bring
suit to enforce the initiative, and instructs judges hearing such cases to construe the initiative broadly. Consequently, any action taken by the Legislative
Assembly is almost certain to be subject to later judicial scrutiny.
13 Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 67 (1976).
14 First Nat’l Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 792 n.32 (1978).
15 Buckley, 424 U.S. at 67.
16 U.S. v. Harriss, 347 U.S. 612, 625 (1954).
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beyond this existing reporting requirement, individuals and entities may have to be identified on campaign finance reports
even if they are two, three, or a hundred steps removed from the reporting entity or political activity at issue. For example,
if a local hardware store contributes to a state ballot measure committee, would the committee have to report the hardware
store’s customers as well? Would newspapers, which, as discussed previously, could be regulated directly on the basis of
their published news stories, commentaries, and editorials, have to report their subscribers and advertisers?
Under existing North Dakota law, sponsors of independent expenditures that advocate for the election, passage, or defeat
of a candidate or ballot measure are required to report their own spending, but are not required to report any additional
source of funding if they do not meet the definition of a PAC.17 If the initiative were to pass, independent expenditure reports could also require the sources of the sponsors’ funds to be identified.
However, the same interpretive difficulty arises for these independent expenditure reports: What is “the ultimate and
true source of funds” that must be reported? For example, if a nonprofit organization publicizes its opposition to a ballot
measure, must all of the organization’s donors be reported – even if they did not donate for this purpose? Moreover, would
the organization have to report not only its donors, but its donors’ sources of income, and the sources of its donors’ sources
of income, ad infinitum? The exercise could be akin to tracing the source of a river to the first drop of water. The initiative
provides no direction on these important questions.
The expansive reporting that the initiative could require would create an administrative nightmare for reporting entities
and therefore would infringe on their free speech rights. The expansive reporting of information about an organizations’
donors and donors’ sources of income also would infringe on their privacy rights. And in the end, what is to be gained by
such reporting? Knowing the sources of funds several steps removed from a political expenditure or political contribution does not appear to serve any of the governmental interests the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized for such reporting
requirements, nor does such irrelevant information “enable the people to make informed decisions and give proper weight
to different speakers and messages,” per the initiative’s high-minded preamble.
B)

The initiative would create a new State Ethics Commission, but does not prescribe its powers or limits.

Section 3 of the initiative would create a new North Dakota Ethics Commission to administer the state’s campaign finance
and lobbying laws. Unlike the initiative’s requirement for the Legislative Assembly to enact legislation implementing the
provisions in Section 1, under Section 3, it appears that the agency would come into existence immediately and without any
implementing legislation. Curiously, the initiative only charges the Legislative Assembly with providing “adequate funds”
to the agency, but does not charge the Legislative Assembly with providing an adequate statutory framework to govern the
agency’s operations. Since the initiative itself provides only a rough sketch of what the agency would look like, this may prove
to be akin to building a house without first building a foundation.
If implemented properly, a separate state ethics commission could improve the administration of a state’s campaign finance
and lobbying laws. Like the Secretaries of State in most other states, the North Dakota Secretary of State is charged with a
wide array of disparate responsibilities, ranging from administering the state’s corporate registration and reporting requirements to acting as the state’s Commissioner of Combative Sports.18
The initiative would transfer responsibility for administering the state’s lobbying and campaign finance laws from the Secretary of State’s office to a standalone ethics agency. This could result in better service to members of the public seeking
guidance on the state’s already vague and confusing laws in these areas (and which, as discussed earlier, could become even
more vague and confusing under the initiative). On the other hand, standalone agencies charged specifically with regulating political speech – even ones that are nominally bipartisan or nonpartisan – are also at risk of becoming abusive or being
misused for partisan advantage.19
It is difficult to assess the merits of the proposed North Dakota Ethics Commission because the initiative barely creates a
skeletal structure for the agency. The initiative provides that the agency may “investigate” alleged campaign finance and lobbying violations, and may accept confidential information from a “whistleblower hotline.” There are no standards for how
substantial the information must be to initiate an investigation, how far such an investigation may go, and whether and how
the subject of an investigation may provide exculpatory information at the outset to avoid a lengthy and intrusive investigation that could prove costly to both sides. And while the initiative only specifically mentions the proposed agency’s investigative authority and is silent on any actual enforcement authority, an investigation in and of itself can often be a form of severe
punishment.20 When an investigation is based on flimsy and unfounded allegations, it can also be an injustice.
17 See N.D. Cent. Code § 16.1-08.1-03.5.
18 N.D. Sec’y of State, Duties of the Secretary of State, at https://sos.nd.gov/about-office/duties-secretary-state.
19 See, e.g., Glenn Harlan Reynolds, Governmental accountability board? More like Wisconsin’s Secret Police, USA Today (Dec. 11, 2017), at https://www.
usatoday.com/story/opinion/2017/12/11/governmental-accountability-board-more-like-wisconsins-secret-police-glenn-reynolds-column/938988001/.
20 See, e.g., State of Wis. ex rel. Two Unnamed Petitioners v. Peterson et al., 363 Wis. 2d 1, 38 (Wis. 2015), cert. denied, 2016 U.S. LEXIS 4657 (Oct. 3, 2016)
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C)

The initiative would create a private right of action for any North Dakota taxpayer to enforce the constitutional amendment’s reporting provision.

Section 1 of the initiative provides that any “resident taxpayer may bring suit . . . to enforce” the constitutional amendment’s
reporting provision “[i]f the laws or rules enacted or an implementation, interpretation, or enforcement action taken . . . fail
to fully vindicate the rights provided” under the provision.
Deputizing citizens to enforce campaign finance laws in this manner can result in a complete free-for-all, where politically
motivated and frivolous lawsuits run rampant. For example, Colorado’s private enforcement system allowed one gadfly to file
scores of complaints alleging trivial violations, and the complaints often raised questions about his personal political ambitions.21 In another case, school board officials weaponized the state’s campaign finance laws by filing a politically motivated
complaint against a concerned parent in Colorado who purchased newspaper ads about a school board election.22 The lawsuits got so out of hand that a federal judge ruled Colorado’s private enforcement system posed an unconstitutional burden
on citizens’ First Amendment rights,23 and Colorado has since implemented a new enforcement system.24
Moreover, while the proposed constitutional amendment would give the Legislative Assembly up to three years to adopt
implementing legislation, the amendment appears to allow any “resident taxpayer” to bring suit immediately for any “implementation, interpretation, or enforcement action taken” with respect to the amendment’s reporting provision. Therefore,
any North Dakota taxpayer who is dissatisfied with any action or inaction taken by the North Dakota Ethics Commission
(or other state official who may have implementation, interpretive, or enforcement authority) with respect to the reporting
provision may start to act as a private enforcer, even without waiting for the Legislative Assembly to try to make sense of the
constitutional amendment.

Conclusion
If North Dakota voters pass the campaign finance/lobbying constitutional amendment in November, state lawmakers will
have their work cut out for them. Section 1 of the initiative allows for up to three years for the Legislative Assembly to write
implementing legislation, and that lengthy period of time may be needed (or may even be insufficient) to address all of the
initiative’s interpretive and constitutional difficulties raised in this analysis. Section 3 provides no legislative grace period
before the North Dakota Ethics Commission comes into existence, and state lawmakers will need to spring into action immediately if they determine it is necessary or proper to create a more detailed legislative framework for the agency. Nor
does Section 1 appear to require any implementing legislation before private citizens may start to file lawsuits against other
citizens, organizations, or corporations for alleged violations of the initiative’s vague reporting provisions. North Dakotans
who speak about public matters in their state will need to carefully monitor these legislative and litigation developments to
determine what additional regulatory burdens and litigation risks will ultimately be imposed on their speech and expressive
activities if this initiative is adopted.

(describing “pre-dawn, armed, paramilitary-style raids in which bright floodlights were used to illuminate the targets’ homes”; “[m]illions of documents
. . . business papers, computer equipment, phones, and other devices [that were seized] while their targets were restrained under police supervision”; and
the seizure of “wholly irrelevant information, such as retirement income statements, personal financial account information, personal letters, and family
photos,” all committed under an interpretation of a campaign finance law that was held to be unconstitutional).
21 See Ernest Luning, Matt Arnold scores win against county GOP amid charges he’s waging proxy state chair battle, ColoradoPolitics.com (Mar.
9, 2017), at https://coloradopolitics.com/matt-arnold-scores-win-against-county-gop-amid-charges-waging-proxy-state-chair-battle/; Charles Ashby,
Court finds citizens’ complaints a problem, The Daily Sentinel (Jun. 14, 2018), at https://www.gjsentinel.com/news/western_colorado/court-findscitizens-complaints-a-problem/article_31ff9800-6f91-11e8-9969-10604b9f1ff5.html.
22 See Institute for Justice, Press Release: Politicians Sue Colorado Mom into Silence Over Newspaper Ads (Jan. 21, 2016), at https://ij.org/press-release/
politicians-sue-colorado-mom-into-silence-over-newspaper-ads/.
23 Holland v. Williams, Case No. 16-CV-00138, slip op. (D. Colo. Jun. 12, 2018).
24 Colo. Sec’y of State, Press Release: Secretary of State Williams adopts new campaign finance rules (Jun. 19, 2018), at https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/
newsRoom/pressReleases/2018/PR20180619CPFRules.html.
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